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On 10 May 1876, U.S. president Ulysses
S. Grant opened the Centennial Fair in
Philadelphia’s Fairmount Park. The fair, to
which some ten million tickets were sold
over its six-month run, is often described as
the first world’s fair in the United States.1
Other fairs had been held earlier, but this
was the first to give such prominence
to products from other countries. Hard
on its heels, a nearly unbroken series
of fairs opened in various cities across
the United States, some local and some
with national reach, with Syrian Arabs
participating in almost every one of them.
Most of the fairs exploited the Orientalist
fad that was sweeping the country, selling
Middle Eastern goods and replicating
mosques, Cairene streets, and Turkish
cafés, culminating in the full-scale replica
of the Old City of Jerusalem at the 1904 St.
Louis fair. Middle Easterners performed
in costume as camel drivers, shaykhs,
belly dancers, or Bedouins, many taking
on multiple roles. Merchants, too, were
expected to wear “native dress,” and they
themselves believed this helped sell their
wares. The Centennial Fair led the way,
being the first in the United States to invite
“native” merchants to show Holy Land
goods, not only introducing these goods
to an American public already in thrall to
the “mystic East” and the Holy Land, but
also introducing Palestine merchants to
a large and hitherto unexploited market,
enabling the global expansion of trade in
these goods.
The Ottoman government responded
positively, but quite late, to an invitation
to participate in the Centennial Fair. A
committee headed by Aristarchi Bey,
the Ottoman ambassador in Washington,
was set up in the United States to manage
arrangements on the American side,
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Figure 1. “Bird’s eye view of the Centennial Fair.” Courtesy of the Free Library of Philadelphia.

assisted by the first and second secretaries, Xenophon Baltazzi and Ahmed Rustem
(along with the acting consul in New York City, Edward Sherer).2 Ultimately, the
Ottoman section opened two months after the fair’s inauguration in May.3 The fair’s
governing body, the United States Centennial Commission, had allocated only three
thousand square feet of space to “Turkey” in the main exhibition building, half the
space given to Egypt.4 An astonishing fifteen hundred exhibitors – both provincial
governments and private individuals or companies – showed a broad range of products
from all over the Ottoman Empire, from sea salt to silks, saddles to soap.5 The largest
number of goods were textiles, followed by agricultural and food products, and leather
goods. Two stuffed Angora goats were on display in a glass box, and exhibitors submitted
portfolios of photographs and treatises on the medical and natural sciences.6
Only four exhibitors from Palestine – all from Jerusalem – were listed in the official
catalogue of the Ottoman section of the main exhibition building, although newspaper
accounts mention articles of olive wood inlaid with mother-of-pearl (including “a
model representing the inside of a mosque at Jerusalem”) that may have come from
Bethlehem.7 Of the four, the largest was Vester and Company, owned by Ferdinand
Vester, a German cabinet-maker who had gone to Jerusalem in 1853 to join the SwissGerman Mission.8 The other exhibits from Jerusalem in the Ottoman installation in
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Figures. 2a and 2b. Scenes in the Turkish Café and Bazaar.

Figure 3. Smoking parlor in the Turkish Café. Author’s collection.
Source for Figures 2 and 3: Frank Leslie’s Historical Register of the United States: Centennial
Exposition, 1876, ed. Frank Norton (New York: Frank Leslie, 1877); author’s collection.
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the main building were tiny in comparison to Vester’s: the government of Jerusalem
showed a single “earthen[ware] cup”; one Cherkis Berke sent mother-of-pearl lockets;
and an enigmatic entrant, “Ith,” displayed a ceramic cup and saucer. Ana Sebat (said
to be from Jerusalem but most probably from Bethlehem) created a mother-of-pearl
mosaic of the “Tomb and Sepulchre of Christ,” which was displayed in the women’s
building. No other exhibitors from Palestine are listed.9

The Bazaars
The main exhibition building was one of five major buildings dominating the fair,
but many other impressive structures – both government-built and those erected by
businesses – were placed about the grounds. Dozens of smaller buildings went up
wherever there was an empty space, offering entertainment, food, and goods for sale.10
Although their locations and designs had to be approved by the Centennial Commission,
there was little logic to their placement and no uniformity of design, so they added
visual variety to what might have been a staid, albeit grand, exposition. After initial
approval, these small installations were generally ignored by the authorities (unless
they transgressed some rule or did not pay rent on time). They did not appear in official
depictions of the fair and were not eligible for awards.
The Ottoman government was assigned an additional 4,200-square-foot plot of land
in the southwestern section of the exposition grounds between Fountain Avenue and
Avenue of the Republic to build a Turkish café and bazaar. George H. Boker, the U.S.
ambassador in Constantinople, had told the Centennial Commission that it would be “a
small, one-story building, and it is very pretty and characteristic, being an exact copy
of one of the Sultan’s kiosks.”11 Designed by Pierre Montani (the architect of several
previous fair installations), the building was fifty feet square, with a kitchen protruding
at the back. Its octagonal roof topped with a small dome and a standard bearing the
star and crescent gave it its “Oriental” appearance. Echoing the roof’s shape, the café
served Turkish sweets and coffee along with Cypriot and Samos wines, and the smoking
parlor offered men narghiles and chibouks filled with Turkish tobacco.12 Opening out
from the café onto the surrounding porch, four bazaars sold antiques, gold and silk
embroideries, carpets, and “different Brousse, Damas, and Syria Stuffs.”13
The romantic lens through which the Turkish Café and Bazaar were first seen gave
way to malicious innuendoes. A strange spate of thefts occurred at the bazaar near the
close of the fair; all the thieves were apparently well-heeled Americans and all were
acquitted. The papers accused the merchants of having concocted the thefts in order
to extort money from the Americans.14 Other stories claimed that the merchants were
not Turks, but Greeks, implying that the public was being fooled; the items they sold
were fake; and the prices they charged were outrageously inflated. The director-general
himself got involved and wrote to Baltazzi, asking him to stop unauthorized vendors
from selling in the bazaar, and to Aristarchi, advising him that the café was behind in
its rent payments.15 These difficulties may have signaled a failing enterprise or may
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have simply represented the conflicting attitudes of Americans toward “the East”:
fascination on the one hand and contempt on the other.
Just north of the Turkish Café, on the same side of Fountain Avenue, were the
Jerusalem and Bethlehem Bazaars – two wooden booths “designed for the sale of olive
wood” and given the catalogue numbers of 53½ and 58½, respectively.16 Too small to
appear on maps or photographs, several eyewitness accounts attest to their existence.
The Jerusalem Bazaar
The Jerusalem Bazaar went up first (as indicated by its smaller catalogue number and
several newspaper accounts), opening on 18 May. Measuring a mere fourteen by eight
feet, it was gaily painted in shades of green, yellow, blue, and gold, and sold only goods
carved from olive wood: “crucifixes, rosaries, card and cigar cases, match-boxes and
gew-gaws . . . all made, [said] the Syrians, of wood from those spots in the Holy Land
which are so dear to Christians.”17 Bayard Taylor, the famous travel writer, visited the
booth and attested to the genuine quality of the objects, in contrast to the “cheap jewelry
manufactured in Paris” for sale in the Tunisian Bazaar.18 “As honey-bees cluster upon
rhododendrons so do Exhibition visitors flock about the Syrian bazaar, trying to read
the placards and labels displaying Turkish characters descriptive of the wares offered
for sale by five natives of Jerusalem rigged in full Syrian costume.”19
The five managers of the Jerusalem Bazaar were four brothers in their twenties –
Nachly (28), Abraham (22), John (25), and Jacob Abdelnour Kurt (25) – and David
Nassar Jamal (age 26), all of whom had traveled from Jerusalem by way of Germany,
boarded the SS Pennsylvania in Liverpool and landed in Philadelphia on 3 April.20 They
came to the attention of reporters, not least because they were dressed in the “peculiar
costume of their country.” Jamal, a guide for English and American tourists in the
Holy Land, was assumed to be the boss, because he spoke English and apparently did
“nothing but smoke a short wooden pipe and act as a cicerone to the curious gazers
standing around” while the other men worked.21 It may be that the Kurts brought
Jamal along because of his knowledge of English, or perhaps he really was the boss,
as the reporter assumed. When asked whether they were Christians or Muslims, Jamal
exclaimed, “Christians! We are Orthodox, every one of us!”22 It is also not clear who
owned the booth and goods (they may have even been in Vester’s employ), but the name
ascribed to it by several reporters – Nachly & Bros., Jerusalem – seems to indicate the
brothers worked for themselves. Skilled carpenters, these men may also have carved
the objects they sold.
Four months after arriving in the United States, all but Jacob filed papers declaring
their intention to become citizens. Nachly and Abraham signed with their mark, John in
Arabic, and Jamal in English.23 After the fair closed, however, all except Nachly returned
to Jerusalem. Jamal sold “Oriental curios” in Jerusalem and England and served as
dragoman for many eminent Holy Land tourists. He and his partner, Demetrius Domian,
boldly advertised their services on the Jaffa Gate, directly under the advertisement for
Cook’s.24 Nachly became a carpenter in Boston; he was naturalized in 1883, so that he
could obtain a passport and return home temporarily. When he went back to the United
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Figure 4. Detail of general view (figure 1) with the Turkish Café and the Palestine booths (marked by
author)].

States, he settled in New York and resumed work as a carpenter. After a second trip
to Jerusalem in 1892, we lose track of him; nothing more is known about him (or his
brothers), not even whether he died in Jerusalem or in the United States.25
The Bethlehem Bazaar
The origins of the Bethlehem Bazaar are more obscure, but we do know it appeared
after the Jerusalem Bazaar, springing up, according to one press account, “to sell
gew-gaws in opposition to the natives of Jerusalem who have a bazaar close by.”26 It
is rarely mentioned in newspaper accounts, perhaps because of its late start or because
it was seen as part of the Jerusalem Bazaar (some accounts say the two booths were
adjoining), yet several articles testify to its existence. James McCabe described two
booths in which “some enterprising Syrian merchants offer for sale articles of olive wood
and mother-of-pearl from Jerusalem, Bethlehem and other parts of the Holy Land.”27
Another reported: “Hard by [the Turkish Café] there are two booths, one offering for
sale a variety of olive wood articles from Bethlehem, and the other rosaries, trinkets
and other keepsakes from Jerusalem.”28
The Bethlehem Bazaar’s probable owners, Michel and Beshara Dabdoub, scions
of an important Bethlehem Catholic mercantile family,29 had arrived in Philadelphia
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armed with an approval from the Ottoman authorities and goods to sell, and had already
paid customs duty in Philadelphia. For some reason, however, fair authorities withheld
permission to build. In mid-April, the Dabdoubs asked Aristarchi to intercede so that
they could sell their “articles fantasies” at the fair.30 They probably meant objects made
of mother-of-pearl, on which the Dabdoub family’s mercantile success rested, or a
mixture of mother-of-pearl and olive wood. They must have finally received permission
because, as noted, a booth was being built “in opposition to” the Jerusalem booth at the
end of May. By that time, though, the Jerusalem Bazaar had garnered all the attention
and was already doing a brisk business.
To complicate things further, a second group from Bethlehem – the brothers
Zacariah, Michael, and Habib Banayotte/Panayotti – were also in Philadelphia and
also waiting for permission to build.31 They had left Palestine in March with more than
sixty dozen small objects (brooches, studs, rosaries, crosses, and so forth) worked in
mother-of-pearl, olive wood, and seeds, as well as dozens of larger objects (tableaux
and large medallions in mother-of-pearl, large olivewood crosses, and sets of Turkish
coffee cups). They cleared customs in Philadelphia in April and in early June, a month
after the fair opened and after the Bethlehem booth was already under construction,
they were still awaiting permission.32 First Secretary Baltazzi, who with Rustem had
moved to Philadelphia to oversee the Ottoman installations, urged the commission to
allow the Banayottes to proceed. “It is desirable,” he wrote, “to have the space assigned
near the Turkish Coffee House and as near to the Jerusalem Bazaar as possible.”33 The
director-general granted permission on 5 June, subject to submission and approval
of the plans, along with the proviso that 15 percent of all receipts be paid to the
commission. Where or whether they did build is unknown. Did they join forces with the
Dabdoubs in the Bethlehem Bazaar or build something separate? One article describes
the building of a booth in July: “Near the Jerusalem Bazaar has just been erected and
opened, the ‘Bethlehem Judea Bazaar,’ where articles of pearl and olive wood are for
sale by Bethlemites [sic] in Palestine costume.”34 This is the only evidence suggesting
that the Panayottis built their own booth.35 Thus, two (or perhaps three, if the Mikels
were also at the fair; see note 20) Bethlehem families were present at the fair, one or
all of whom ran the Bethlehem Bazaar(s) and may have supplied the mother-of-pearl
goods on display in the main building, but none of whose names appear in the official
catalogue, contemporary news accounts, or elsewhere.
The only extant photograph of the Palestine presence at the fair shows a single
booth attached to the exterior of (and perhaps sublet from) the Brazilian Café. Neither
the booth nor the café is mentioned in any document or shown on any map, so we do
not know where it was located. The stall has a striped awning emblazoned with the
combined rubric “Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and Palestine,” which may indicate that the
Jerusalem and Bethlehem Bazaars merged at some point during the fair and moved to
a different (perhaps cheaper) location. Their goods certainly overlapped and would not
have been difficult to incorporate into one display. Or perhaps the Panayotti brothers
hurriedly attached their stall to an already-existing building in a desperate attempt to
catch up to their competitors: the three blurry figures may be the three brothers. Or
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Figure 5. Palestine Booth. Courtesy of the Free Library of Philadelphia.

it may have been one of the unauthorized installations springing up on the grounds,
competing with the two legitimate booths by selling fake goods from “the Orient.”
An account written a year after the fair closed recalls that the Jerusalem Bazaar,
along with the Tunisian Café and Algerian Bazaar, was so profitable that unauthorized
imitations sprang up around the fairgrounds:
The above establishments opened with the Centennial, and did a
prosperous business immediately. This prosperity was noted by inventive
Americanized subjects, who began to open rival bazaars. These innovations
gradually and steadily increased, until at the close they were located in all
the most prominent places on the grounds, and trinkets from “the Orient”
were made by the bushel in West Philadelphia and “down East.” The
uninitiated came, and were easily persuaded to exchange their money for
these imitations. As the number of visitors increased, soda-water stands
were metamorphsed [sic] into genuine Jerusalem – so the proprietors said
– bazaars, and many of the attendants, who said they were born in Turkey,
had the rich brogue of the Emerald Island. They continued to come, and
were at the close pronounced nuisances and abominations by all.36
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Figure 6. “Fancy Articles - Turkey” in the Ottoman section, main exhibition building (official
photograph no. 1858). Courtesy of the Free Library of Philadelphia.

Figures. 7a and 7b. The hand-carved olivewood cover and frontispiece of Ferdinand
Vester’s Flowers of the Holy Land. Author’s collection.
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Non-Palestinian Participants
The Jerusalem and Bethlehem Bazaars also saw competition from legitimate merchants
among the Ottoman exhibitioners who traded on the allure of the Holy Land. It has
been said that H. H. Jessup, the Presbyterian missionary in Beirut, sent Christians from
the Koura to the fair: “For six months they supervised the Turkish exhibits in the Main
Hall, worked in the Turkish Pavilion and Café, and sold olive-wood artifacts from the
Holy Land at the ‘Bethlehem and Palestine’ booth.”37 However, we know the name of
only one person who claimed to be among them: Khalil Sallom, who became an agent
for the travel company Thomas Cook and Son when he returned to Philadelphia later
in the century.38 If there were others, they remain unidentified.
Cook’s travel company had begun to organize tours to Palestine in 1869, and Jaffa
and Jerusalem were its main staging posts. The company erected an impressive ticket
office at the fair with an array of white tents set up behind the building (the same tents
as those used on the Holy Land tours), which Cook called “Palestine and Jerusalem
Camp.” In addition to advertising tours and selling tickets, there was a display of
“ornamental articles manufactured in Palestine” that were probably for sale.39 Dragoman
Rolla Floyd, who later became Cook’s competitor and implacable enemy, came from
Jaffa to work in the building and lend a note of authenticity and authority to the sales
pitch. He was to guide a special Cook’s tour of the Holy Land due to leave Philadelphia
on the day the fair closed.40
It may have been Thomas Cook who encouraged Vester to participate in the fair.
Cook knew Vester and later sold his products in England.41 Although there is no
evidence that Vester himself was present at the fair, his company showed a large
number of olivewood products, divided by the fair authorities into three categories:
home goods (from tables and shelves to napkin rings and candlesticks); personal items
(cuff buttons, book and album covers, cases and boxes of various kinds, toys, and
rosaries); and library furnishings (desks, inkstands, penholders, paperweights).42 The
company won two commendations “as a fine display of fancy goods in olive wood in
a great variety of forms,” distinguished by their “superior workmanship and finish.”43
In the only photograph of the Turkish section in the main building, dozens of Vester’s
olivewood rosaries sit on trays, spill out of boxes, and hang from the display case of
Antoine Bedros’s tobacco company, alongside olive oil soap and perfumes, while a
splendid array of Turkish rugs delineate and decorate the back and side walls of this
portion of the exhibit.
In the United States section of the main building, meanwhile, a Philadelphia
merchant, Paul Weintraub, showed “fancy articles of olive wood from Jerusalem.”44
Weintraub, “late Guide and resident of Jerusalem,” had travelled to Philadelphia a few
years before the fair with the clear intention of staying (he brought his wife and children)
and must have already been in business when he applied for a spot in the American
section.45 After the fair, he continued to sell olivewood items (“direct from the Holy
Land . . . at reasonable prices”) and fancy goods from his store on South Tenth Street
until his death in 1882.46
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The Impact of the Centennial Fair
Palestine merchants attended subsequent fairs, but never in great numbers. Vester went
on to show goods at the Louisville fair in 1885, the Chicago fair of 1893, from which
he took home a medal, and the Atlanta fair of 1895. The Dabdoubs participated in the
Louisville and Chicago fairs, and the St. Louis fair of 1904. Also at the Louisville fair
was someone called Selah Mousour (perhaps Mansur?) who sold Jerusalem relics and
Oriental goods.47 A press account described him as a “soft-spoken individual . . . all
over the building, with his Jerusalem curiosities, his ‘charms of the Turkish ladies,’ his
amulets, his sandal wood ornaments and ottar-of-roses scent bottles, all of which he
is invariably ‘selling to-day at half price.’”48 The Panayottis attended the Chicago fair
and, when it closed, carried their goods around the country, advertising “olive wood,
Turkish rugs, jewelry, [and] perfumes” as they went.49 Although Jacob Norris mentions
the participation of the Handal brothers in the 1853 New York Exposition, nothing and
no one in the official catalogue can be construed as coming from Palestine. Solomon
Handal did go to the Chicago fair and settled in New York after it closed.50
The 1904 St. Louis fair, with its thirteen-acre full-scale replica of selected parts of
the Old City of Jerusalem was the most spectacular exploitation of America’s hunger
for knowledge of and goods from the “Holy Land.” Although all the shareholders
and managers of the Jerusalem Exhibit Company were Americans, more than “five
hundred natives of Jerusalem – Jews, Moslems, Christians – are conducting the trades
they were accustomed to carry on in Palestine.”51 Living inside the ersatz city, they
acted as guides, merchants, craftsmen, and entertainers, all clad in “native dress.”52
How many were really Jerusalemites is impossible to say: most of the “natives” at the
fair whose names we know were Syrian Christians, some perhaps from Jerusalem, but
many more from Mount Lebanon and others coming from their homes in the United
States.53 Rehav Rubin cites a doubling of the value of goods exported from Jaffa in 1903
and 1904, however, indicating that many goods from Palestine were being sent to the
fair.54 But if prior fairs are any indication, these goods were being sold by Syrians, not
Jerusalemites. The Jerusalem Exhibit Company was plagued by problems and ended
in bankruptcy, leaving many of those who had been brought from the Middle East in
precarious circumstances.55
Adele Younis, describing the successes of the Arab presence at the Centennial Fair,
averred that “Syrian entrepreneurs discovered new markets in America, for the fair
developed new tastes and increased the demand for new products.”56 Jacob Norris,
however, cautions that although the fair may have been a springboard for Bethlehem
mother-of-pearl merchants in America, its “influence should not be overstated.”57 Still,
the Jerusalem Bazaar’s frequent mentions in the press, its imitators, the three Bethlehem
merchant families who were at the fair, the fake “Holy Land goods” that began to be
produced, and the fact that Palestine goods and merchants continued to be seen at later
fairs all point to their success and testify to the attraction that Holy Land goods held
for the American public.
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Figure 8. Advertisement for the Jerusalem Exhibit, St. Louis Fair, 1904. St. Louis Republic, 11
November 1904.

In fact, Holy Land goods became and remained a staple for Syrian peddlers and
Syrian suppliers in the United States in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Most common were olivewood items, including rosaries, crosses, cigarette cases, and
the like – exactly those items that were shown and sold at the Centennial Fair – which
were light and easy to pack, lending themselves to door-to-door sales. They appealed
to Christian Americans in all parts of the country and were especially popular in
Catholic enclaves. The fact that Syrian peddlers often claimed (or were assumed) to
be from the Holy Land added authenticity to their sales pitch.58 As for those actually
born in Palestine, very few immigrated. Of the approximately fifteen thousand Arab
immigrants in the 1900 federal census, fewer than two dozen gave their birthplace as
Jerusalem, Bethlehem, or Palestine.59 The 1908–9 Syrian Business Directory lists only
three businessmen from Bethlehem and four from Jerusalem (among more than three
thousand names).60
The Dabdoubs and Handals, two Bethlehem families that immigrated to the United
States in the nineteenth century, turned the manufacture and importation of Holy Land
goods into a big business.61 Family members constantly traveled back and forth to
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Bethlehem, supervising their factories, organizing the shipment of goods, and expanding
their markets in North and South America. Maronite merchants from Mount Lebanon
did the same. They bought Holy Land goods from Palestine suppliers until they began
to manufacture their own. All of these merchants, whether from Palestine or Mount
Lebanon, soon broadened their reach, either becoming manufacturers of a broad range
of religious goods or becoming large importers-exporters and wholesalers of general
dry goods. Thus, the Centennial Fair, as difficult as it may have been for the Palestine
merchants, did provide the first venue for the display of Holy Land goods by “natives,”
laying a foundation for their success in the global trading economy.
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